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ABSTRACT
XI
Levy, Jonathan Lenard. H.S.C.E., Purdue University,
December 1976. The Effect of Pavement Skid Resistance on
Wet Pavement Accidents in Indiana. Major Professor:
llarol d L . Hi chael .
Road accidents in the United States are a major cause
of death, suffering and economic loss. This research in-
vestigated the relationship between accidents on wet sur-
faces and the skid resistance of those surfaces.
The State of Indiana currently is involved in skid
testing all state highways. For these test results to be
of more use, the research attempted to specify a minimum
level of skid resistance acceptable for driving safety.
The research studied ninety-four road sections through-
out Indiana. Data collected for each section included
length, traffic volume, pavement type, number of inter-
sections, and skid test results. Accident data for each
section over a three year period (1973-1975) was collected
and included 441C accidents. For each wet surface
accident an estimate was made if skidding was a cause of
the acci dent
.
For analysis a wet accident index was formulated, de-
fined as the number of wet surface accidents divided by
the number of dry surface accidents for a section. This
index was used as an indicator of the relative safety in
comparing sections of highway when wet. A skidding ratio
was also used, defined as the proportion of wet surface
accidents probably caused by skidding divided by the
total number of wet surface accidents.
x1i
Initial data analyses showed little correlation between
the wet accident index and average skid number. Plots of
these parameters showed significant scatter. Use of
averaging methods did little to improve the correlation.
During later analysis the same methods were used on
the different classes of road sections (
I
nterstates , four-
lane, two-lane). These methods provided better results.
Interstate sections had little increase in accidents
on wet surfaces compared to dry conditions. This is
probably due to the high geometric and access control stan-
dards used in their construction. The effect of the skid
number on wet surface accidents could not be detected.
This was primarily due to the small range of skid numbers
on the interstate sections sampled.
Four-lane non-interstate sections showed reducing
values of the skidding ratio for increasing skid numbers.
A five point moving average for the skidding ratio versus
skid number allowed the fitting of two regression lines
to the data. A critical minimum skid number value was
determined by the intersection of the two lines at a value
of 44.
Two-lane roads showed a relationship between the wet
accident index and skid number when grouped by traffic
volume and geometries. This relationship indicated that
slipperiness was of greater importance on moderate volume
roads (3000-5000 vpd), and roads with moderate geometries.
The effect of skid number was less on roads with very good
or bad geometries or higher or lower volume counts.
The research concludes that there are several factors
involved in specifying minimum skid number values and that
there is no single value which applies to all road sections.
The type of road, its volume, geometry and amount of access
control should all be considered in determining minimum
skid number standards.
CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION
Probl em S ta temen t
The safety of our roadways today is a serious problem;
in 1974 in Indiana 1231 people were killed and 66,285 were
injured. At the same time the population incurred the
financial loss from an additional 150,304 property damage
only accidents (1).* Of these accidents 23.3 percent were
listed on police reports as occurring on wet road surfaces
while the roads were wet only about 11 percent of the time
(2). It is generally accepted that wet pavements are more
dangerous than dry ones, and that some types and conditions
of pavements are more slippery when wet than others, thus
causing those roads to be more dangerous. In addition to
causing accidents because of skidding, the reduced de-
celeration ability of slippery pavements may result in
higher collision speeds and thus increased accident
se veri ty
.
Hypotheti cal 1 y , if there were no financial restraints
imposed, the natural response to this situation would be
to upgrade all roads to the minimum level of slipperiness
technologically possible. With the existant financial
restraints, however, it becomes necessary to be able to
plan available expenditures within a program of safety
improvements to best reduce accident costs. Thus in order
to determine the utility of expending resources to decrease
the slipperiness of surfaces, information on expected re-
sults of such changes on accident incidence and severity is
requi red
'Numbers in parentheses refer to entries in the Notes
Ob jecti ves -
The purpose of this study was to determine what effect,
if any, the measured wet pavement skid resistance of the
roadway surface has had on accident occurrence in the past
few years. Skid resistance on wet surfaces is usually
presented as skid numbers, which are defined as the co-
efficient of dynamic friction multiplied by 100. The goal
of this study was to define the relationship between skid
number and accidents for different road types and conditions
In particular it was desired to define those skid number
values which indicate decreasing marginal return of in-
creased safety for further increases in skid resistance.
These values could be then used as the recommended minimum
skid number value for that type of road as defined by
safety considerations. The effect of other variables (i.e.
other roadway characteristics, traffic volume, location
within state, etc.) were also evaluated.
This research should benefit road users in Indiana by
defining a goal of reduced accidents through skidding. The
possibility of wasteful use of funds caused by developing
or using unnecessarily high skid resistant surfaces is also
reduced. Upon successful completion of the research,
emphasis can be placed on development of surfaces which
will maintain high standards of safety for extended periods
of time and on the elimination of substandard surfaces
wherever they may be.
Indiana State Highway officials and engineers should
find the research findings to be of value in establishing
optimum resurfacing schedules, and in determining whether
the use of expedient methods (use of thin overlays) or
longer term methods are more desirable. Warrants for use
of types of surfaces will then also be possible by using
this and other research output along with information on
actual accident costs and surface material availability
and cos t
.
CHAPTER II LITERATURE SEARCH
During 1973 the Federal Highway Administration circu-
lated a memorandum which instructed all states to maintain
a state-wide skid number inventory of all primary highways
with speed limits of 40 mph or above (3). Concern in
Indiana with the importance and use of roadway skid numbers
was emphasized in three related papers at the 1975 Purdue
Road School .
Improved and standardized methods of measuring skid
resistance have increased the accuracy and validity of
studies comparing skid resistance with accidents. Advances
in the technology of providing skid resistance meanwhile
have made results of these studies more useful due to the
availability of improved paving mixtures, overlays and
methods, such as grooving.
With this new technology, however, the problem still
is not solved. Whitehurst states "The problems associated
with the measurement of skid resistance have received far
greater attention than have those associated with estab-
lishing the desired level of skid resistance" (4). This




Indiana has been actively concerned with the problem
of slippery pavements since 1951, with the development of
a stopping distance test car at Purdue by the Joint Highway
Research Project. The development and use of the test car
is described in a Purdue University research report by
David Grunau (5). A few years later-, stopping distance
information was used at Purdue by Vergil Stover in evaluating
a method to locate slippery pavements by the use of accident
records ( 6 )
.
The skid test car developed at Purdue was used by the
State highway commission from 1954 to 1967 when a prototype
two-wheel towed trailer type tester was evaluated. This
led to the purchase of a skid trailer in 196C. A second
trailer unit went into operation in the state during the
summer of 1976 (7). A research report titled "Skid
Resistance of Indiana Pavements" by the I.S.H.C. Research
and Training Center was completed in February 1976 (8).
The report is divided into 3 sections; High-accident loca-
tion phase, Portland concrete phase and Bituminous concrete
phase. The High-accident location phase is of particular
interest to this research in that it attempted to answer
many of the problems considered. The Research and Training
Center selected 120 high accident locations to study but 51
of these 120 were disqualified for various reasons and only
69 sites were used. Data on skid numbers, AADT's and
accidents were obtained for the 69 sites. Statistical
analysis carried out on this data showed no strong correla-
tion between skid numbers and accident factors. Due to
data and analysis problems, however, it cannot be assumed
that the lack of significance found indicates that no
correlation existed between skid numbers and accidents.
Past Co rrel ati ons
Correlations of skid number and accidents have been
performed by the Road Research Laboratory in Crowthorne,
England. In Skidding in Personal-Injury Accidents in
Great Britain in 1965 and 1966 (9) comparisons were made
for accidents listed by police records as including skidding
on wet or dry roads. The data indicate that the rate of
skidding on wet pavements was approximately twice that
found on dry pavements and is higher at a 70 mph speed
limit than at a 30 mph limit. In "Traffic Control and
Roadway Elements", a publication by the Highway Users
Federation for Safety and Mobility, reference is made to
an article by one of the Road Research Laboratory research-
ers (10). Barbara E. Sabey compared skid numbers to
accident experience and found a definite relationship which
appeared to be linear in nature (Figure 1).
Another article from the Road Research Laboratory was
the Effects of Resistance to Skidding Accidents: Surface
Dressing on Elevated Section of M4 Motorway (11). In
this before and after study, it was found that all accidents
were reduced by 45 percent, wet road accidents by 63 per-
cent and wet road accidents involving skidding by 75 per-
cent after application of the surface dressing.
In another study, this one done in the United States
(12), it was estimated that rates of wet pavement accidents
are 2.2 times higher than the rates on dry pavements. It
was also predicted that 50 percent of the accidents on wet
slippery surfaces could be eliminated by the use of sur-
face treatments. Moyer agrees with these findings, re-
porting that skidding accident rates are about twice as
high as dry rates on below standard surfaces and as much
as eight times as high on surfaces well below acceptable
standards (13).
Prior attempts at determining minimum skid numbers
fall into two categories, use of accident analysis or by
determination of theoretical friction requirements. NCHRP
Report No. 37 (14) combines results from both categories
to create a minimum value. The report considers the
factors used in earlier reports, including accidents,
vehicle-pavement interactions, economics and feasibility.






Source: "The Road Surface and Safety of
Vehicles" by Barbara E. Sabey,
Proceedings of the Institute of
Mechanical Engineers, Volume 183,
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Figure 1. Skidding Accident Rate and Skidding Resistance
(Great Critain)
reservations. This minimum skid number of 37 varies for
different vehicle speeds such that a minimum value of 39
measured at 40 mph is recormended for roads with a 55 mph
average travel speed (15).
The fICHRP report also includes possible analysis
methods for use when working with slippery pavements. One














R-p = skid trap ratio




= number of accidents when dry
D^ = number of days when surface dry
D = number of days when surface wet
Higher relative values of this ratio indicate increasing
likelihood of slippery pavement problems, with unity
recommended as the cutoff point for corrective action.
Another method is recommended for the ranking of












minimum skid number for type of road in
question
SN = SN at site
ADT = average daily traffic for that site
ADT = average daily traffic for state highway
network
V = mean traffic speed for site
V = mean traffic speed for state highway network
D, = as previously defined
D = as previously defined
This formula is to be used to choose the highest priority
roads for surface treatments or repairing.
Presently, there is a great deal of research taking
place in the area of skidding accidents and surface improve-
ments. The FCP Annual Progress Report lists 23 recent
publications and 73 research projects in progress through-
out the United States (16). Many of these studies will
probably be reported at a second international skid pre-
vention conference, scheduled for May 1977 at Columbus,
Ohio.
One source of information used extensively for the
analysis for the research reported here was Accidents on
Rural, Two-Lane Roads and Their Relation to Paveme nt
Friction by the Kentucky Department of Transportation (17).
Unfortunately this report became available after the design
of this experiment had been finished and data collection
had begun. Some of the methods eventually used in the
analysis for this study, especially restriction of the
analysis to two lane roads to reduce confounding, could then
have been included in the experiment design.
The Kentucky study used 230 test sections of 2-lane
road. The accident data was collected from computer files
for the three years 1969-71. A method used successfully in
the study was the method of moving averages.
Figures 2-8 show the sections plotted with their skid
number and their ratio of wet to dry accidents with volume
stratification. The results of roving averages and skid
number grouping are then shown. Table 1 shows the
recommended critical skid numbers based on the two methods.
SOURCE! "Accidents on Rural Two-Lone Roods and their Relation
to Pavement Friction" by Rizenbergs et al , Kentucky
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Figure 2. Test Section Averages: Ratio of Wet- to Dry-
Pavement /*ccidents~Versus Skid Numbers, with
AADT Stratification
10
SOURCE! "Accidents on Rurol Two-Lone Roods and their Relot.on
to Povement Friction" by Rizenbergs et al
, Kentucky




Figure 3. Average Ratio of Wet- to Dry-Pavement Accidents
of 230 Test Sections - Grouped by Skid [lumber -
Versus Skid Number without Volume Stratification
11
SOURCE.' Accidents on Rural Two-Lone Roods and their Relation
to Pavement Friction" by Rizenbrrgs et al
, Kentucky




Figure 4. Average Ratio of Wet- to Dry-Pavement Accidents
of 110 Test Sections - Grouped by Skid Number -
Versus Skid Number with Volume Stratification
at AADT below 2701
12
SOURCE! "Accidents on Rurol Two-Lone Roods ond their Relot.on
to Povement Friction" by Rizenbergs et ol
, Kentucky






Figure 5. Average Ratio of Wet- to Dry-Pavement Accidents
of 120 Test Sections - Grouped by Skid Number -
Versus Skid flumber, with Volume Stratification
at AADT above 2700
13
SOURCE! Accidents on Rurol Two-Lone Roods ond their Relotion
to Povement Friction by Rizenbergs et ol , Kentucky
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Figure 6. Ten-Point Moving Averages: Ratio of Wet- to Dry-
Pavement Accidents for 230 Test Sections Versus
Skid Number, v/ithout Volume Stratification
14
SOURCE! Accidents onRurol Two-Lone Roods ond their Relotion
to Povement Friction by Rizenbergs et ol , Kentucky
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Figure 7. Ten-Point Moving Averages: Ratio of Wet- to Dry-
Pavement Accidents for 110 Test Sections Versus
Skid Number, v/ith Volume Stratification at
AADT below 2701
15
SOURCE! Accidents on Rural Two-Lone Roods ond their Relotion
to Povcment Friction" by Rizenbergs et ol
, Kentucky
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Figure 8. Ten-Point Moving Averages: Ratio of Wet- to Dry-
Pavement Accidents for 120 Test Sections Versus
























It is probable that similar res ul ts , , representa ti vc of
Indiana's conditions should be obtained from this research
Data Methods
Information pertaining to the factors involved in
causing a vehicle to skid as well as information on con-
tinuing research into methods of accurately testing road-
way surfaces to determine their skid numbers are readily
available (18). Factors such as tire condition, driver
reactions and visibility in wet weather are also important
but it is generally agreed that wet surface conditions are
the major controllable causal factor in vehicle skidding
acci dents .
Other background materials refer to safety and
accident study methods in general. Cost-effectiveness
in Traffi c Safety by Arthur D. Little, Inc. explains the
larger scope of highway system safety (19). The book ex-
plains how a particular factor such as skidding accidents
relates to the entire system of highway safety. The manual
on Uses of Traffic Accident Record s by the National
Conference on Uniform Traffic Accident Statistics provides
some basic information on use of records in research and
explains some of the basic statistical methods used (20). In
formation on more advanced statistics is commonly available
in textbooks. It is also available in material dealing
with statistical methods used in road safety (21).
Indications on the expected accuracy of typically
available accident data are included in a report of the
effect of darkness and road lighting in Britain (22) by
Barbara Sabey. Table 2 shows how a noticeable number of
accident records were miscoded either with the wrong time
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Also used in this study with respect to the accident
data was the "Accident Investigations Manual of the Indiana
State Police" (23). The manual was needed to determine the
exact meanina of the data recorded on the accident forms.
Recent Studies
During the final preparation of this report, additional
reports on correlations between skid numbers and accidents
became available. Two reports in particular are of interest,
both are in the Transportation Pesearch Board's Transporta-
tion Research Record 584. One is "Pavement Skid Resistance
Requi rements " ,by members of the Highway Safety Research
Institute at the University of Michigan (24). Computer
simulation of required skid resistance for various factors
and maneuvers was performed. The effect of the depth of
the water sheet was studied and included. A formula which
gives the recommended required skid number as measured at
40 mph is presented. This formula is designed specifically
for thruway type roads. A more specific explanation of the
developed method with an example is given in the report.
The second report of interest is "Accidents on Rural
Interstate and Parkway Roads and Their Relationship to
Pavement Friction" by the Kentucky Department of Transpor-
tation and is part of the overall study which produced the
earlier noted study on rural two-lane roads (25). This research
used 110 sections (770 miles) of 4-lane controlled access
roads, with accident data for the years 1970-72. Moving
average and skid number groups are again used in the
analysis. Viet and dry pavement accident rates are also
used. Figure 9 shows the results of this study.
As can be seen, the relationship of wet to dry surface
accidents to skid number is not as clearly defined as that
found on the two lane routes. In comparing Figure 9 to
other similar charts in this report one must note that the
20
Source: "Accidents on Rural
Interstate and Parkway
r oads and Their Relation
to Pavement Friction" by
Rizenbergs et al,
Transportation Research
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Figure 9 Patio of Wet- to Pry-Surface Accidents Versus
Skid Number
21
skid numbers are as measured at 70 mph. These can be con-
verted to values taken at 40 mph by the following formulae














CHAPTER III DATA COLLECTION
Road Section Selection
The first major decision in data collection was the
unit of study to be used for the research. There were two
major choices, use of average data for sections of roadway
or for specific locations, such as intersections which
were the most likely high accident locations.
One advantage of using intersections was the greater
uniformity they have in characteristics. The use of high
accident locations also leads to reasonable amounts of
accident data for stable and easily identifiable conditions.
The use of intersections has the additional advantage of
limiting accidents to conflict type accidents. Advantages
of using section data include the inclusion of all types
of accidents and the relative ease of the collection of
accident information as in Indiana rural areas accidents
are f i 1 ed by secti on
.
The use of intersection data after study, however,
was deemed impractical. Skid data was not available over a
large enough span of time to provide adequate accidents for
analysis, and the state police accident files are arranged
such that it would be very time consuming to collect data
on single intersections. This led to the decision that the
study would be done with section data.
The next rajor question was how were these sections to
be chosen. Available data provided certain criteria for
this decision. The Indiana 1975 skid inventory was used as
one data base and for accidents the study period of 1973-1975
23
was selected so as to provide for three years of accident
data. Therefore all road sections which had been recon-
structed, resurfaced, or built after 1972 were deleted.
Skid numbers are time dependent, thus to find average
values for the study period, it was deemed necessary to
have at least two time spaced measurements in order to
adjust by linear interpolation. All sections with less
than two readings, or with readings spaced less than two
years apart were therefore deleted.
Sections which had a great increase in skid number
values between two readings were also specifically noted.
Such an increase in value is either due to a faulty reading
or to unusual characteristics of the pavement. These
characteristics are not correctly described by linear
interpolation thus sections with great increases in skid
numbers were eliminated.
This process left 529 sections of road for data
collection. These sections were then numbered consecutively
f\ computer program was created which produced a list of non-
repeating random numbers ranging from 1 to 529. The
sections were then placed in order according to their
assigned random number. For the duration of the experiment,
sections were always selected with priority to their order
on the random list.
During the design of the experiment, attempts were
made to design the selection of sections such that analysis
of variance would define the effects of pavement type and
road class. To make such ANOVA possible it is necessary
to choose sections such that any combination of the chosen
factors has a sufficient number of data points for analysis.
This attempt proved to be inadequate, and often tines as
many sections as possible to fill cells (combinations of
factors) were taken by priority from the random order list.
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A considerable number of the possible sections were
also eliminated during the accident data gathering. Since
accident data were identified by the township in which they
occurred, it was necessary for correlation with the proper
road section that all portions of a highway route in one
township be also in one road section. This resulted in
elimination of many road sections.
Other problems were also found in the accident
gathering stage which led to disqualification of sections.
Some sections were removed due to construction not earlier
identified but noted on the accident form, while others
could not have their accidents properly identified, due to
common filing of accidents for routes which included two or
more roads such as business and bypass routes for the same
route number. These factors reduced the number of sections
in the study to 94. During analysis, certain sections were
also not used due to very low numbers of accidents, a fact
which made certain analysis values impossible of calculation
Skid Number Inventory
The skid number inventory is a list of skid numbers
on all state and federal highway sections in Indiana. The
sections are listed in State Highway Districts and Route
N umber. The inventory is maintained by the Research and
Training Center of the State Highway Commission which also
is responsible for the skid testing program.
The results listed are averages of skid number tests
along with the date the skid number value was obtained.
Most of the skid tests were performed during the summer
months, thus the seasonal effect on the measurements should
be minimized. The number of lanes and direction of traffic
flow are given. Divided highways have separate sections
for each direction of flow. Other information includes
the maintenance section designation, type of surface,
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beginning and ending location of each section, and the
contract number and completion date of the most recent
construction, when available.
County Maps
County maps were needed to locate sections suitable for
accident data collection. Difficulty was encountered at
first in finding current maps. Some that were available
were from 1937 and hence did not include the interstate
system. More current maps were found at the Graphics
Section of the Division of Planning of the Indiana State
Highway Commission. The Section is in the process of up-
dating all county maps and was able to provide maps for all
the counties dating from 1960 to the present.
The maps were also used to collect data on the number
of state and county road intersections on each road section
and to develop an urbanization factor which would reflect
the number and size of adjacent cities to each section. The
length of each section was also taken from the maps.
Weather Data
Data on weather was obtained from the state
cl imatologist's office. The number of hours of wet pave-
ment condition was estimated for Fort Wayne and Indianapolis
by use of hourly rainfall data for the year 1974. A method
of analysis developed by the Texas Highway Department was
used to estimate the hours of wet conditions from hourly
rainfall data (Appendix A). Use of this data along with
data on average hourly and monthly traffic volume variations
in Indiana were used to determine that 11.609 percent of
annual vehicle-miles of travel occur on wet pavements.
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Traf f i c Vol ume Data
Traffic volume data for the sections was taken from a
State of Indiana traffic volume map, which is prepared by
The Division of Planning of the Indiana State Highway
Commission. This map lists the twenty-four hour annual
average total traffic for road sections throughout the
entire state highway system. The 1972 volumes were used
for most of the early data analysis. This was due to the
delay in availability of the 1975 volumes map, which was
not available until late in the analysis. For final
analysis a linear interpolation of the two volumes to ad-
just to 1974 volumes was used.
Accident Data
Accident data was taken from the central files at the
state police headquarters in the State Office Building in
Indianapolis. Indiana state law provides that written
reports be filed by all drivers and the investigating
officer involved in a motor vehicle accident involving
death, injury to any person or total property damage equal
to 200 dollars or more (26).
Thus for each such accident there are usually two
types of forms, the police report and the drivers report(s).
In general the police report is more accurate and dependable,
thus information regarding the accident was usually taken
from this form. If the police report was incomplete or
non-exi stant , the drivers report(s) were used for data.
The accident reports are stored in three forms, the
original report forms as received, microfilm copies of the
reports and selected data on computer tape. The advantages
of use of the computer tapes in collecting accident data
are considerable. They allow a much larger number of
sections to be used due to the elimination of tedious
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manual searching for and copying of data. The state police
presently, however, have no means that can be used to search
the computer tape data by location. Searching is only
possible by the names of the drivers and by the filing
number. Presumably programs could have been written to
allow searching by location but this was not feasible for
this study.
All the problems noted were difficult, but surmountable
The problem, however, which eliminated the possibility of
using the tapes was that details regarding the direction
vehicles were traveling was not coded. Thus four-lane
sections, where each direction was treated as a separate
section, could not have been used. The description of the
accident and other needed accident information (described
later) were also not coded on the computer tape. Thus the
decision to use manual collection of accident data was
made, even though this decision restricted the study to one
hundred road sections due to its time consuming character.
As noted earlier, a three year study period, covering
the years 1973, 1974, and 1975 was used. This decision
was based on the desire to use as long a period as possible
without using years for which a skid number value could
not be accurately estimated. Since most of the skid
number values available were from testing in late 1972,
1973 and 1975, 1973-5 best defined a three year period,
a time period length which is also generally accepted as a
minimum number of years for accident data.
The accident forms are stored at state police head-
quarters in Indianapolis in their original form for two to
two and one-half years prior to being placed on microfilm.
Thus for this study 1974 and 1975 data were collected from
the original forms while 1973 forms had to be read with
one of the two available microfilm readers. Sample copies
of the accident report forms, and the coding forms used in
this study can be found in Appendix B.
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The reports are filed as follows.: first by year, then
as Urban or Rural. The urban accidents are separated by
county and city and then filed chronologically. Thus a
tremendous amount of searching is necessary to find a
particular location. Due to this problem all urban road
sections were removed from the study.
The rural reports are separated by county, then by
route number and then chronologically. The Township name
is marked on each form, as is the direction of travel.
Thus one is able to retrieve a group of reports and search
them to find incidents on the proper section. This method
was used to find accidents which occurred on the 94
sections for 1973-1975.
The data collected from each accident report included
the month and year of the accident; the county, township,
route and direction of travel. The accident diagram was
used to decide if the accident a-ctually took place on the
roadway in question. If it did not the accident was not
recorded.
The next piece of data taken was whether the accident
was an intersection type or not. This was inferred by use
of the space on the form marked "at its intersection with".
Even if the accident did not occur physically within the
intersection, the diagram was checked to see if the
accident was of the intersection type (i.e. rear end
accident into cars waiting for a traffic control device).
The number of vehicles involved and the number of
persons killed or injured were also recorded. Whether the
vehicles skidded before or after applying their brakes
was also recorded for each vehicle. The character of the
road, whether straight or curved, and whether it was level,
on grade or at a hillcrest along with the surface condition
(dry, wet, snow, ice), existing weather (clear, raining,
snowing or fog), and light (day, night, dawn or dusk) were
recorded.
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The information as to the causal, effect of skidding
was only recorded if the roadway condition was wet. In
those cases the diagram, description, speeds, and condition
of the drivers was checked to see the probable effect wet
pavement had on the accident, i.e. in the researchers
opinion, did it cause the accident, have some effect on the
accident or have no effect. An example of an accident not
probably caused by skidding would be a vehicle driven at a
reasonable speed being out-of-con trol on a curve, or a rear
end accident into a waiting vehicle, when the evidence
shows the following car skidded for a great distance. A
wet pavement accident probably not caused by skidding
would be a driver falling asleep and leaving the roadway.
A very few accidents on the selected road sections
could not be included in the study due to lack of reliable
information, non-accident incidents (car fires), or very
incomplete reports. Basically accidents were discarded
if from all the reports filed a reasonable guess on the
required pavement condition data was not possible. Skidding,
before or after braking was taken as noted on the accident
reports, while the condition of the road information was
checked with the description of the accident (i.e., an
accident on an icy bridge described as a wet road was
counted as snow/i ce )
.
This brings up the question of the reliability and
accuracy of accident data, as noted earlier in Chapter 2
by coding mistakes found in the Road Research Laboratory's
Report (Table 2). Less than 5 percent of the accidents
obtained for this study were disqualified by the researcher,
but a greater percentage of the data had characteristics
which either led the researcher to doubt the information,
or in some cases there was very little information to
doubt. There was reason to believe that some police
reports either were never written or were incorrectly
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filed. This is illustrated by cases where just a drivers
form (reporting more than $200 damage) which listed the
name and department of the officer at the scene was filed,
but no police report was in the files. Other cases noted
were several chain reaction accidents where the earlier
accident (which was of a type that required reporting)
had no report in the files although the later accidents
did. These cases indicate situations where it is obvious
there are missing accident reports.
A problem especially troubling for this study was a
tendency by the police not to note the existance of skidding
if there were no visible skid marks, as often happens when
a car skids on wet pavement. This fact resulted in a study
by the researcher of the data reported on the accident
reports as "skidded before" or "skidded after" braking.
By evaluation of the accident diagram and description, the
researcher found that 328 of the wet weather accidents
probably had skidding as a causal factor. Of these 328
accidents, however, only 67.7 percent had skidding noted
on the accident forms in the appropriate place as occurring.
Much information was also lost, because the investi-
gating officers often did not draw a diagram and occasionally
did not describe the accident, apparently because the
vehicles had been moved from the roadway prior to the
officers arrival. Many accidents had other characteristics
which created doubt, such as contradiction between data on
one form and another (i.e. different location, nature of
injuries, time, road conditions, etc.), and between infor-
mation on the same form (i.e. miscoded townships, dark
checked for an 11 a.m. accident, etc.).
The study found 4416 accidents on the 94 sections
used for this analysis. Of these, 2805 (63.5 percent)
were on dry pavement, 918 (20.8 percent) were on wet pave-
ment and 693 (15.7 percent) were on snow or ice. As re-
ported by the State Police in their Annual Standard Summary
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of All Reported Accidents (27) for 197-4, accidents during
the year for the State of Indiana were 64.2 percent on dry
pavements, 24.7 percent on wet pavements and 11.0% on
snow/ice. The other 4.3 percent were listed as "Other" or
"Not Stated". The difference in percentages between the
state police annual report and the findings from the
sample of this study reflects the use of the accident
description in this study to obtain more accurate informa-
tion on road conditions at the time of the accident.
The accidents of this study involved 2139 personal
injuries and 106 deaths. Intersection accidents accounted
for 39 percent of the study accidents. Straight and level
accidents represented 72.8 percent of the total. The wet
weather accidents were divided into 3 groups. Those not
caused by skidding accounted for 30.8 percent of the wet
weather accidents, possibly caused by skidding 33.4 percent,
and probably caused by skidding 35.7 percent.
The question of how much effect the loss of visibility
in wet conditions has on accidents is perhaps indicated by
the fact that while 20.5 percent of the studied accidents
during daytime conditions were wet weather accidents, only
19.8 percent of the nightime accidents involved wet pave-
ments. Although there are other factors, this indicates
not as much effect from light conditions as might be
expected.
Physical Observation
After much of the preliminary analysis was complete,
it became clear that factors unknown to the researcher were
influencing the research results. The decision was made
to physically inspect a small sample of the sections, to
see if any possible explanation of unusual results could
be found. Factors such as lane width, curvature and grade
were recorded, but the major factor examined was whether
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ponding or wheel ruts occurred on the_ sect ions. To
facilitate the location of ponding areas, observations
were made during rainfall. Wheel ruts were measured with
a long straight edge and a ruler. The results of these
observations will be discussed in the Analyses of Data
Section.
Section Characteristics
The 94 selected sections are from throughout Indiana,
with 16 in the Crawfords vi 1 1 e District, 15 from Fort Wayne,
9 from Greenfield, 23 from LaPorte, 11 from Seymour and 20
from Vincennes. Average skid number values (interpolated
values for June, 1974) were distributed as to number of
road sections as follows:
30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55 and Greater
16 25 20 17 14 2
Total Sections = 94
The distribution of sections by class of highway and
pavement type is shown in Table 3. In the selection of
section process, it was decided that for analysis a
minimum of 5 sections would be desirable for each cell in
Table 3. This was impossible to accomplish. It was then
determined to select an equal number of two-lane and four-
lane sections with the four-lane to be equally divided
between Interstate and non-interstate. The elimination of
six sections previously discussed reduced the number of
four-lane sections to 44 with 22 Interstate.
Geometri cs
During the data analysis, especially while considering







became obvious that other important factors needed con-
sideration. It was then decided to collect data on the
geometric design of the two-lane sections. Only two-lane
sections were used due to the similarity of geometry on
four-lane interstate or non- i nters tate sections. Thus the
effect of geometries would be much more pronounced on two-
lane sections.
The data was provided for forty of the fifty sections
by the Indiana State Highway Commission's Research and
Training Center. The skid test crews take notes on the
sections when testing, thus they were able to provide
qualitative data on the extent of curves and hills on
forty sections. Data for the other ten sections were
taken either from topographical maps, county maps or
physical observation. These qualitative data for the
horizontal and vertical alignments were then combined into
one factor as shown in Figure 10. The geometric factor


































CHAPTER IV: ANALYSES AND FINDINGS
Wet Accident Rate Ratio
In the initial stages of this research it was found
that some objective indicator was needed. This indicator
had to show the effect of wet pavement conditions on
accidents for a section of road. This value must be as
independent as possible of other section characteristics
(i.e. volume, curvature, number of intersections, etc.).
The first indicator considered was the accident rate,
a standard tool in traffic engineering. A rate often used
is the number of accidents per million vehicle-miles of
travel. The accident rate is a good descriptor of the
total safety of the road, but by its nature, the rate
describes the effects of all factors, thus it does not meet
the standards set to describe the effect of such pavement
conditions.
The wet accident rate was considered; this is defined
as the number of accidents occurring on wet pavements per
one million vehicle miles travelled on wet pavements. In
order to find what volume travels during wet conditions, it
was necessary to find the number of hours of wet pavement
by month and hour of day. National weather service data
was used along with a method developed by the Texas Depart-
ment of Highways to find the number of hours of rain. The
hours of wet pavement were then correlated with the percent
of traffic volume normally occurring for the same month and
the time of day (see Appendix A). A wet pavement accident
rate was then computed.
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This wet pavement accident rate gives a good indication
of the safety of the road during wet condition but the rate
also includes all other factors involved in the accidents
occurring. The main difference between the two rates is
that the slipperiness and other wet pavement factors should
be much more pronounced in the wet rate.
To remove the effects of the non-wet weather factors,
a ratio of the wet rate to the total accident rate was
calculated. This result, called the wet accident rate
ratio, is an indicator of the relative safety of a road
section under wet pavement conditions.
Wet Accident Index
As the analysis continued, problems with the wet
accident rate ratio were noted. Since the effect of wet
accidents is in both the numerator and denominator of the
ratio, some of the wet weather effect is obscured. The in-
clusion of snow accidents in the denominator also had a
possible adverse effect, since badly cleared roads might
have more accidents, and snowfall varies within the state,
thus biasing the ratio.
Attempts to find the volume of traffic on road sections
when they were dry proved unsuccessful. This was due to
the difficulty of finding the percentage of time the road
was covered with snow or ice. Information on the depth of
snow on the ground was available on a daily basis, but there
is no way to relate this to variations in snow removal and
other factors.
The numbers of accidents occurring on a section of
highway under wet and also under dry conditions, however,
could be obtained. The procedure for obtaining the number
of wet accidents on each section has been discussed. The
accident data collection procedures also obtained the number
of accidents occurring on dry pavements. The ratio formed
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by the number of wet accidents on a section divided by the
number of dry accidents on the same section provided for
each section a wet/dry accident index (called a wet accident
i ndex hereafter) .
This index reflects by its increasing value the number
of additional accidents happening due to wet conditions.
This can be illustrated by considering a section of road
that is just as safe when wet as when dry. On this section,
one would expect the number of accidents wet or dry to be
proportional to the volume of traffic traveling under these
conditions. If this section's pavement was such that it
became slippery when wet, the number of dry accidents (the
dividend) would remain constant, but the wet accidents
(numerator) would now include both the accidents which
happen regardless of slipperiness and those caused by the
slippery pavement. Thus the wet accident index would in-
crease .
As noted earlier it is difficult to find the percent
of time roads are dry. Thus an ideal value for the index
cannot be specified. Nevertheless it can be assumed that
under ide*al wet pavement conditions the index value would
be somewhere between 0.12 and 0.20.
For this study the mean value of the index was .32
with a standard deviation of .20. The range of values was
from zero to one, but most extreme values were due to
sections with low numbers of total accidents.
The wet accident index was used in many ways. A plot
of this index versus skid number is shown in Figure 11.
There is considerable scatter evident in this plot. There,
however, is a slight downward trend of the maximum values

















































Different methods were used to try to explain the
relationship between the skid number and the wet accident
index. One of the methods tried was a system of five-point
roving averages. This method involves the sorting of the
sections by their average skid number in order from lowest
to highest. The sections are then grouped together in
groups of five starting with the five sections having the
lowest skid numbers. On each iteration, the group shifts
one section to add the next higher section and to
eliminate the lowest. For example using the 94 sorted
sections, the groups used for each calculation would be;
1-5, 2-6, 3-7. ..80-93, 89-94. The total number of wet and
dry accidents for each group are divided to find the index
for each group. At the same time the five skid numbers are
averaged. A graph of the results of this method is shown
in Figure 12. It is obvious that this method had little
effect at removing the scatter. Attempts to reduce scatter
by increasing the group size were also unsuccessful.
Regressi on
Regression methods were used to fit a line to the data
and then test the lines significance. A regression of the
wet accident index on the average skid number was performed
and the results are shown in Table 4.
The results of this regression show no correlation
between the wet accident index and skid number. The fact
that the F value is less than one leads to questions about
the analysis. These questions are directed at the
statistical model considered, the validity of the data, and
the normality assumptions made in regression analysis.
Whether the model itself should be rejected can be tested
by taking 1/F and comparing it to a Table F value. In this
case; H : Model is correct, 1/F=2.487<F ._ , =3.96, thus









































we cannot definitely conclude that the model is not correct,
but questions on the analysis still exist.
To clarify the difficulties with the analysis certain
assumptions were checked. The normality of the index was
checked by the VJi 1 kes -Shapi ro test. The assumption of
normality could not be rejected (28).
Difficulty with the data was a possibility. The
accident data showed many discrepancies, and the possibility
of bias by any number of factors is not unreasonable. The
skid number data exhibited high standard deviations in
readings found within each section. This standard deviation
averaged between 4 and 5 and values above 8 were not
unusual. The range of the skid numbers was only 25.
The random design of the data collection was also con-
sidered. The sections were chosen using a random order list
obtained from the skid number inventory. This skid number
inventory, however, might have biases from the manner in
which the sections were chosen for testing.
One other possible difficulty with the initial analysis
was that the linear model was not applicable. Other models
were therefore tried. An exponential transformation of the
- b x
form; y = ae was applied to the data using regression.
These results, shown in Table 5 were better than the non
transformed regression, but still explained only one percent
of the variation and regression parameters still were not
significant.
Another transformation which was tried was a parabola..
2
Using the form y = ax + bx , the results are shown in
Table 6. These results show less of a relationship than
the linear model, thus the parabolic model was removed
from consideration.
Stepwise regression was then run using nine variables
for both the linear and exponential models. The nine









rate per million vehicle miles, type of pavement, number of
lanes, proximity to urbanized areas, the state highway dis-
tricts, the class of road, the 1974 volume of the road,
and the number of intersections within the section. Summary
tables for the two regressions are shown in Tables 7 and 8.
In this case the linear model had better results than the
exponential transformation, having both higher F and R-
squared values.
Tests were then made to see if the average skid number
was a significant factor, given the effects of the other 8
factors. Table 9 shows the results of these tests. In
both cases there was no significant effect on the regression
by the addition of the average skid number into the analysis
Stratification Charting
In order to determine the cause for the data scatter,
it was desirable to be able to identify which section each
point represented, and to identify other characteristics
of each section. Using this information trends due to
these other factors might be observed. Since there were
no available computer programs to create three-dimensional
graphs, one was created. The wet accident index versus
average skid number was used as a base, and various factors
were printed to represent these points. In the case of
overlapping points, a message was printed indicating the
factor values and location of the point not plotted. The
first section characteristic plotted was the section
number. By referring to the section data, all available
information about a point could be described.
The volume characteristic of each section was also
charted by plotting volume group numbers, where a group
defined traffic volume in 2000 vehicle increments. The
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Trends were also not evident when the urbanization
characteristic was plotted.
The effect from location of the road sections in
different areas of the state was checked. By plotting the
state highway district, it was found that there was no
noticeable trend caused by location within the state.
The only characteristic where a possible trend was
indicated was the type of pavement. Three of the eight
sand asphalt sections had very high wet accident indices
and high skid numbers. This possibly was due to hydro-
planing on these \/ery fine graded surfaces.
The computer created plots for the section
characteristics noted are shown in Appendix D.
Monthly Grouped Data
To determine the effect of skid number alone, a method
was tried which allocated accidents into groups by the
interpolated skid number. This process was done using a
computer program which, using each section and its two skid
numbers and linear interpolation, found a skid number value
for each of the 36 months between January 1973 through
December 1975. The accidents were stored by the inter-
polated skid number on which they occurred. The wet
accident index was then calculated for each skid number
group (20-24, 25-29, 30-34, etc.). This was expected to
produce reliable values due to the large number of
accidents in each skid number group. The results of this
method are shown in Figure 13.
The trends shown indicate a low wet accident index
for the skid number group 35-39, and those above 50. The
decrease in safety for the 40-44 and 45-49 skid number
groups cannot be explained. This method was also tried
using subsets of the sections (i.e. two-lane, interstates,



















25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54
Average Skid Number
55-59
Figure 13. Wet Accident Index Versus Average S k 1 d Number
Monthly Grouped Values For All Test Sections.
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Qua 1 ity Control Method
A method used by Blindaur in a research project at
Purdue was used to see if the number of accidents for any
section was beyond set control limits (29). This method
is based on quality control statistical methods often used
in manufacturing. The analysis uses the average accident
rate for each type of section as a base. For this method
three section types were defined and used; interstate, other
four-lane routes and two-lane routes.
A program was developed which used the following
formula to compute the expected bounds for each section.
R = R + K
a — — 2m
m
where
= critical rate for the section
= average rate, by type of section
= millions of vehicles miles travelled on section
= constant; indicates number of standard deviations
included, in this case K was taken as 2.
Figure 14 shows the sections that were above or below
the control limits plotted by wet accident index versus
average skid number. This was done to see if there was any
relationship between sections with "out-of -control "
accident rates and either its skid number as wet accident
index. Looking at the plot it is noticed that all of the
points above the control value fall either at a skid number
of forty or below, or they are at high index values. At
this point it is not clear whether the total accident rates
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In order to try to answer this question, the same
method was used again, but using the wet pavement accident
rate rather than the total accident rate. The result of
this analysis is plotted in a similar manner to the first
case in Figure 15. As might be expected the sections over
the control limits are those that tend to have high indexes,
while those below the limits have low indexes. No real
relationship with the skid number, however, is visible.
The large number of points outside of the two standard
deviation range tends to indicate a non-normal distribution
of wet surface accident rates. Since those sections which
have conditions such that the total accident rate is out of
control would also tend to have their wet-rate out of
control, it was felt of interest to note those sections
which had only the wet-rate above the control value. This
is shown in Figure 16. Those sections tend to have higher
than average wet accident indexes, but they again show no
relationship with the average skid numbers.
Other Wet Accident Indicators
Indicators other than the wet accident index were also
tried. During data collection from accident records, wet
pavement accidents were classified as probably, possibly
or not caused by skidding. A skidding ratio was formed for
each section by dividing the number of accidents probably
involving skidding by the total number of wet weather
accidents. Also a skidding ratio was found using both
probable and possible skidding accidents in the numerator.
Other variations were the use of probable skidding and both
probable and possible skidding accidents for the wet value
in the wet accident index. These relationships are shown
in Figures 6 thru 9, in Appendix D.
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The use of these different indicators showed no relation-
ship between skid numbers and accidents in wet weather when
all ninety-four sections were taken as one group. The plot
of wet accident index versus average skid number as well as
the other indicators were also analyzed by groups of sections
The major groups chosen were interstates, non interstate,
four-lane and two-lane roads. Many analyses were tried on
these groups as well as on the entire sample. The results
of these analyses are discussed in the next chapter.
Another variation in the group analyses was the removal
of all sections with one or less wet weather accidents, as
such low values resulted in highly variable indexes. Sand
asphalt pavements were also removed from some analyses due
to previous indication that three of these pavements had
very high wet accident indexes with ^ery high skid numbers.
None of the analyses with removal of sections, however,
resulted in meaningful relationships between the indicators
and skid number.
Significant Skidding Ratio
The significant skidding ratio or SSR 1s a value based
on tables of Cumulative Binomial Probability. This method
was used by Stover for a J.H.R.P. Research Project in
1960 (30). This method as used defines the SSR with 95 per-
cent confidence as the minimum percentage of wet weather
accidents in which skidding was involved.
Tables in the Stover research report were used to
determine the SSR for all sections which had wet weather
accidents. These tables were derived from cumulative
probability tables and are simple to use. One enters the
table with the numbers of skidding and total wet accidents.
The SSR is read directly.
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This analysis was performed twice, once using accidents
where skidding probably occurred as the number of skidding
accidents (Figure 17). The second time both those classed
as possible and probable skidding were used (Figure 18).
The second method indicated \ery little relationship when
the SSR was plotted against the average skid number. The
first method gave better results.
As seen in Figure 17, there is no clearly defined line
for all points, but there is a trend of a general reduction
in SSR values for increasing average skid numbers.
Physical Observations
Information included in Table 10 is from observations
taken while driving the five listed sections during wet
pavement conditions. Due to the very small size of the
sample, statistical analysis was not considered reasonable.
Since all ninety-four sections are widely scattered around
the state, the time involved in observing all sections made
thi s impracti cal
.
The purpose of taking the data was to determine if
other variables might be important to the relationship be-
tween skid number and wet weather accidents. Factors such
as ponding, wheel ruts, shoulders and degree of vertical
and horizontal curvature were indicated as possibly having
some effect.
A recent study by the Research and Training Center on
road rutting was abandoned due to problems in data
collection and the expense of the study.
Data on wheel ruts and ponding was not available and
could not be obtained for the time period of the accidents.
Other factors which showed a relationship in the physical
observations were, therefore, sought. Information on
vertical and horizontal alignment was available and was
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four-lane and interstate roads was not collected as 1 t is
similar for all such highways in the state.
Analysis of Interstate Sections
The analysis included 22 sections of Interstate
Highway in the state of Indiana. There were two sections
on both 1-74 and 1-64, four on 1-70, six on 1-65 and eight
on 1-69. Each of the sections was chosen by random
selection and each section was for travel in one direction
only. These sections included 156.6 miles of interstate
in one direction. Since 987 miles of interstate highway
were open as of 1973, the sample represents 16 percent of
the possible route miles and 8 percent of the roadway miles.
A total of 725 accidents were recorded for the sampled
interstate sections. Three of the sections considered had
zero wet pavement accidents and thus could not be used for
some calculated values. The 22 sections had 91 (12.5 per-
cent) accidents on wet pavement. This percentage is only
slightly higher than the percent of volume (11.6 percent)
traveling on wet pavements. Thus a major wet pavement
skidding problem 1s not indicated on interstate routes.
This absence of difficulty with skidding accidents
probably is at least partly a function of the excellent
geometries on these interstate highways. Geometric causes
of skidding accidents, such as intersections, sharp grades
and curves are all eliminated. Even 1f the vehicle should
be out of control, the safer side slopes allow room for
recovery prior to major damage. Indiana, being predominantly
level, has very little significant curvatures and grades on
interstate roads.
A major problem in analyzing possible factors affecting
accidents by skidding on interstate roads was that the skid
numbers for the interstate sections were very similar (see
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any trend in safety from the plot of skid number versus
v/et accident index (Figure 20).
There appears to be a trend for the maximum values to
decrease v/ith increasing skid number, but there is one
unusual point. It has both a high skid number and a high
wet accident index. The section is on 1-64 which was still
under construction near this section. As a consequence
the traffic volume was very low and the few accidents
resulted in a high index. The low traffic volume also
resulted in maintenance of the higher initial skid number.
Use of averaging methods on the wet accident index versus
skid number resulted in no relationship.
The skidding ratio was also plotted for interstate
sections (see Figure 21). The same small skid number
range problem existed as with the wet accident index.
Averaging methods clarified the downward trend seen in the
skidding ratio with increasing skid numbers, but again the
narrow range of skid number values makes it unreliable to
use as a measure of that relationship.
The interstate sections were paved with Portland
Cement Concrete, had a very small range of skid numbers,
and had very few more wet pavement accidents than would
have been expected on dry pavements. Relationships between
the wet pavement accidents and skid number were not
apparent .
Analysis of Other Four-Lane Sections
Twenty-two four-lane non interstate roads were con-
sidered in this study. On these a total of 991 accidents
occurred, 22.3 percent of them on wet pavements. 130.2
miles of four-lane roads were used with each section
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Since the roads were wet for only 11.6 percent of the
vehicle-miles travelled on them, the accidents occurring
on wet pavements indicate that about twice as many
accidents occurred on wet pavements as would have been
expected on dry pavements. This increase in the percentage
of wet accidents over those found on interstate sections
is probably due to the existance of at grade intersections,
other access points on these facilities, and less roadside
area for recovery. The need for greater wet skid resistance
is obvious.
The graph of the wet accident index versus the average
skid number was plotted for non- i nterstate four-lane roads.
Neither this graph (see Figure 22) nor the use of averaging
methods provided noticeable trends. However the use of
skidding ratios showed a relationship to the skid number
when a five point moving average was used (Figure 23).
Similar results were found when the interstates were added
to the analysis as shown in Figure 24.
Although Figure 24 shows a downward trend of skidding
ratio values for increasing skid number, the trend is not
as clear as that on Figure 23, Other Four-Lane roads only.
Regression analysis was used to determine if a
critical skid number value existed in the data of Figure 23.
The regression fitted two straight lines. The first with
negative slope for the points in the lower skid number
range and the second a horizontal line for the higher value
range. Trials were made to find the best skid number
value at which to separate the higher and lower skid
number ranges. The criteria used to find the best value
was where the lower skid number range line had its best
R-squared and F significance and where the higher range
line was nearly horizontal (i.e. the b, parameter or slope
was not significantly different than zero). The horizontal
portion would indicate no correlation between the
68


































































































variables. In other words, on the horizontal line increases
in skid number have no effect on the wet accident index.
Table 11 shows a summary of the chosen regression
results. Figure 25 shows these fitted regression lines.
The two lines intersect at a skid number value just higher
than 44. Thus based on a five point moving average of the
skidding ratio on average skid number, the critical
minimum value for four-lane non-interstate roads is 44
(measured during the summer months at 40 mph).
The hypothesis was tested that an increase of wet
accidents on four-lane non-interstate sections is caused
by increased access points (as compared with interstate
highways). The number of intersections was first used but
showed no relationship, this was probably because the
count of intersections did not include the many access
points to private development.
A measure of the number of access points was the
urbanization factor. The results of this analysis are
shown in Figure 26. As can be seen the wet accident index
values are higher for the more urbanized sections, those
having more access points. Hence, Interstate highways,
with few access points, would be expected to have the low
wet accident index values found.
Analysis of Two-Lane Sections
Two-lane roadways in this study consisted of fifty
sections comprising 323.8 miles of road and having 2700
accidents. Of these accidents, 606 (22.4 percent) were on
wet pavements. This value is similar to the results as
found in the four-lane non-interstate routes and again
shows about twice the number of wet accidents as expected
under dry pavement conditions.
Two-lane roads in Indiana showed no strong trends
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1 - Mot adjacent to a municipality of population
greater than 3 , 500
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2 - One terminus adjacent to a municipality of
population greater than 3,500.
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Figure 26. Wet Accident Index by Urbanization Factor: Four
Lane Non-Interstate Sections
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plotted versus the skid number (Figures 27 and 28). This
was also true when averaging methods were used.
Because of this lack of trend for two-lane sections
and very variable conditions of geometries and volumes on
such roads, it was decided to perform further analyses
using groupings of two lane roads by geometric character-
istics and/or volume ranges. The volume groupings selected
were: less than 3000 vpd, 3000-5000 vpd and greater than
5000 vpd. The geometries grouping is given in Figure 10
in an earlier chapter.
In order to test the effect of these two factors on
the wet accident index, an analysis of variance was
performed. The results are shown in Table 12. The only
possible relationship indicated is geometries with the wet
accident index. This evidence, however, is not strong.
The relationship of the two variables with the average
skid number was also tested by the analysis of variance.
The results are shown in Table 13. This AN0VA indicates
a relationship between both factors and the skid number.
Individually, volume shows strong significance, while
geometries has little.
Thus the relationship between the average skid number
and the wet accident index could be affected by either
the volume or the geometries or both. In order to test
the effect of the combination of the two factors, Table 14
was compiled. Within each cell it gives the number of
points and the correlation coefficient between the skid
number and the wet accident index for that cell.
The expected, or "successful" correlation coefficient
is negative in value, because theoretically the wet
accident index should decrease as the skid number increases
Table 14 shows that a high negative coefficient was found
for five of the nine cells; three had low values (both
positive and negative) less than or equal to 0.5 and one
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Graphs of the points for each cell are shown in
Figure 29. Comparing the graphs, the skid numbers tends
to be lower in the sections with volumes above 5000. This
is as expected from earlier analysis of variance which
showed the significance of volume with skid number.
Further observation of Table 14 shows that of the
three cells without reasonably large negative correlation
coefficients, two have less than five points. If five
points were considered a minimum to depict a trend, four
of the cells are eliminated. This leaves five cells of
which only one does not act as expected. This cell,
representing moderate geometries and high volumes, has one
point far separated from the rest. Separate analysis of
this point and its characteristics did not produce an
explanation for its apparent non-conformity.
Much additional analysis was performed on the two-lane
sections, both because they reflect the effect of many
other factors and because the majority of road mileage in
Indiana is on two -lane routes.
The results for two lane roads were expected to be
similar to the results found by Kentucky D.O.T. as shown
in Figures 2-8. According to the Kentucky report the
percent of time with wet roads is similar (11 percent),
and being adjacent to Indiana other characteristics do
not differ tremendously.
A confidence elipse analysis was performed on the
Kentucky and Indiana wet accident and skid number means to
see if the Kentucky data fell into the confidence elipse
of the Indiana data. As shown in Appendix E the Kentucky
data does not fall within the 95 percent confidence
interval of the Indiana data.
Much of the difference in results can be explained by
the lack of skid numbers below 30 for Indiana. The upper
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point skid number values were below 30. Thus for two lane
roads, assuming that all but the pavements are similar
between the two states, the Indiana data available for
this study did not have a sufficient range of data to
properly define a critical point.
When this limitation in range was noted, the idea of
forcing some low values was considered. The skid number
inventory was searched but only one such section met the
qualifications necessary to be used in this study. In
most cases very low skid values found in Indiana during
1970 to 1973 skid testing resulted in re paving contracts
prior to the end of 1975.
Whether a critical minimum skid number value can be
set for all two-lane roads in Indiana is questionable.
The indexes showed no trends when applied to all two lane
roads, but when divided into groups by volume and geometric
standards, trends do appear. Intuitively the friction
requirements for roads with lower geometric standards
should be higher. A car requires more traction on a curve
than a straightaway. The effect of volume on skid
resistance requirements is not as clear, but due to the
increased number of conflicts which result from higher
volumes, greater friction needs would be expected.
In this study it was found that there 1s a definite
relationship between the volume group and average skid
number. There is a tendency for higher volume roads to
have lower skid numbers. This can be explained by the
polishing effect of traffic.
Table 15 shows this decrease in skid number for in-
creased volume. It also indicates a higher wet accident
index for the middle group of both variables. Figure 29
shows that the wet accident index of the five cells
belonging to one of the middle groups has higher values
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a number of possible explanations of this phenomena. The
middle group on the geometries may have more wet weather
accidents than the other two groups because it has enough
horizontal and vertical curvature to create skidding
accidents. The "good" geometries group has no major de-
rands for high skid resistance due to geometry and the
sections with sharp curvature and hilly conditions are
such that the driver realizes the danger and proceeds at
a safe speed for conditions. Thus where the vehicle needs
a moderately high level of skid resistance, but this need
is not obvious to the driver, the probability of a wet
weather accident increases.
The effect of the volume involves both vehicle speed
and possible conflicts. The low volume group (<3000 vpd)
has a lower proportion of wet accidents due to the lesser
conflicts. This is due to the fact that the probability
of being in conflict with another vehicle reduces rapidly
as the amount of traffic decreases. It also is due to the
probability that the roads with lower volumes are in less
developed areas, thus there would be fewer access points.
At the higher volumes (>5000), many hours have
sufficient density to reduce traffic speeds, thus reducing
the possibility of skidding accidents. The attention level
of drivers also tends to be more on their driving task when
traffic is heavier.
For the moderate volume group (3000 to 5000), there
are numerous conflicts which cause accidents, but the de-
creased speeds and higher attention levels present in high
volumes have net yet occurred. One should note that the
wet accident index is higher for the low volume group than
for the high volume group. This may be caused by the fact
that lower speeds and greater attention on high volume
sections reduce both conflict and single vehicle type
accidents while on low volume roads only conflict type
accidents are affected.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
There are many variables affecting accidents on a
section of road during wet conditions. The pavement
slipperiness when wet is measured as a skid number. This
value, found by skid testing, represents the friction
between a special standardized tire and the wet surface.
The thrust of this research was on the effect of the
skid number on wet pavement accidents. The research did
not accomplish its goal of finding desirable minimum skid
number values for all classes of highways in Indiana. The
research does, however, give some insight on how the skid
number as measured at 40 mph can be related to wet pave-
ment accidents.
The research found that skid number alone may not be
a suitable indicator of wet pavement safety. The effect
of the randomness of accident incidence is one factor
which obscures a clear relationship between variables,
but the general lack of improvement with averaging methods
tends to indicate other factors are involved.
As shown with the two-lane sections, skid number
along with geometries and volume provide a better explana-
tion of the variations in wot pavement accident occurrence,
It also can be inferred from the results that a section of
road may not be the proper roadway portion on which a
minimum standard should be set. Individual intersections
or different curves may warrant differing minimum skid
number values. Thus either the entire section should be
maintained at the highest minimum requirement, or specific
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locations within a section should be maintained at their
required skid number values.
I nters tates
The fractional needs of interstate highways is less
than other highways as there is very little increase in
accidents when the surface is wet. The geometries and
access control characteristics of the Interstate demand
less in skid resistance than other roads, especially with
recent average highway speeds around 62 mph.
For Indiana interstates as represented in this study,
the skid number characteristics were very similar. All of
the qualifying sections were Portland Cement Concrete and
all but three had skid number values between 30-40. This
prevented determination of a meaningful relationship
between skid number and wet pavement accidents.
Four-Lane Roads
Four-lane non-interstate sections have geometries
approaching those of interstate routes. Thus other than
the danger of less safe side slopes, the hazards away from
intersections or access points are similar. The main
difference is the existence of numerous at-grade access
points. As the number of access or conflict points in-
creases, the wet accident index tends to increase. Thus
there should be a need for higher pavement friction near
conflict points.
Similar to the two-lane sections but unlike the inter-
states, many different types of pavements are found, though
the different types of pavement had similar wet pavement
accident experience. The range of skid number values for
four-lane roads is small but larger than interstates. The
sections are reasonably well distributed between skid
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number values of thirty and fifty and thus allowed some
observation of the effect of skid number. More results
were found by use of the skidding ratio than the wet
accident index.
A five point moving average of the skidding ratio
versus average skid nurber resulted in a reasonable
relationship. The points in the relationship were then
fitted by regression into two straight lines, one of which
was horizontal. A minimum critical skid number value was
obtained from the intersection of these lines. The
critical value of 44 (measured during summer months, at
40 mph) indicates the skid number value below which the
proportion of wet pavement accidents which probably have
skidding as a cause increases.
Two-Lane Roads
The two lane sections both received the most study
and had the most to study. Many factors affect wet
accident incidence on wet pavements and as many as possible
were considered in the research. Two lane roads vary
rather dramatically throughout the state and exhibit a
wide variety of characteristics. The skid numbers vary
more than on four-lane sections, but still had none below-
the value of thirty. The lower design standards of two-
lane roads should lead to higher friction requirements
because of many conflict points and sharp curves.
Traffic volume and geometry proved to be important
variables required to define needed skid resistance.
The research found that moderate volume (3000-5000
vpd) sections had higher wet accident index values than
lower or higher volume sections. This is perhaps caused
by reduced conflicts on low volume roads and lower
operating speeds on high volume roads.
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The geometry of the sections also played an important
role. Sections with good geometries (very few curves or
hills) had low wet accident indexes, due to their minimal
need for skid resistance. Sections with bad geometries
(curves and hilly) also had low wet accident indexes.
This is probably a result of drivers realizing the obvious
danger of skidding, thus travelling at reduced speeds. The
wet accident indexes were highest on sections with moderate
geometries. The high values perhaps result from the in-
frequency of the hills and curves which demand higher skid
resistance. Thus the driver may develop a false sense of
security and travel at higher than safe speeds.
After division of the sections into cells by traffic
volume and geometry, relationships between the wet accident
index and average skid number were apparent within cells.
Unfortunately not enough data points occurred per cell to
provide reliable minimum critical values.
Recommendat i ons
No single minimum skid number value was found by this
research which is applicable to all road types but some
of the findings and methods should be useful. It is
recommended that:
1. The wet accident index be used in measuring the
effect of wet surfaces on accidents. This index
is advantageous due to its ease of collection.
2. The skidding ratio be used in evaluation of the
effect skidding has on wet surface accidents.
The data to obtain this ratio as of current
accident reporting must be obtained by careful
analysis of all wet pavement accident reports.
This is time consuming and expensive but could
be minimized if investigating police were trained
to record accurately the significance of skidding
relative to the accident.
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Separate studies be made of different classes of
road and evaluation include the effect of
geometries and volume. Also desirable would be
determination of the skid resistance requirements
for intersections and curves.
Friction requirement be studied for different
types of vehicles, especially trucks.
The development and implementation of the compre-
hensive accident location system in Indiana should
be completed as soon as possible. Incorporation
of the indicators used in this research could
then be used to find problem road sections. The
direction of travel for involved accident vehicles
should be coded .
Increased attention be given to those sections
found to be more hazardous because of low skid
numbers. Two-lane roads with moderate geometries
and volumes and four-lane roads with many at-grade
access points should be watched more carefully
than others and pavement rehabilitation done
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DETERMINATION OF PERCENT OF TRAVEL ON WET PAVEMENTS
Determination of Percentage of Time Pavement is Wet ( 1
)
To obtain an estimate of the percentage of time that
the pavement surface could be expected to be wet, US Weather
Bureau records listing hourly amounts of precipitation were
revi ewed (2 ).
A procedure used by the Texas Highway Department for an
unpublished study was used to determine the expected total
hours of wot pavement (3). The following describes the
criteria used for determining the hours of wet pavement:
(The hourly listing of rainfall includes traces and all
measurable amounts of 0.01 inches and greater).
1. On a given day, if a string of consecutive hours
of trace rainfall occurs with no measurable rain-
fall (0.01 or greater) within the string, the
first and last hours were not counted.
2. If within a string of consecutive hours of rain-
fall traces there occurs an hour of measurable
rainfall (0.01 or greater), then the last hour of
trace rainfall was counted. The first hour again
was not counted.
3. If the first hour of a string of traces was a
measurable rain (0.01 or greater), the first
hour and every other hour of rain 1n that string,
traces included, were counted.
4. If the last hour of a string of measurements was
a rainfall of 0.01 Inch or greater, that hour
was counted plus one additional hour to allow
for drying time.
Table 1A Illustrates these criteria.
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Table 1A. Example of the Determination of Hours a Pavement
is Wet.
Uet Pavement
Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 Hours
1 T T T T T 3
2 T 0.01 T T T T 5
3 T 0.01 T T 0.01 T 5
4 0.01 T T T 4
5 T T T 0.01 4
6 0.01 T T 0.01 T 4
7 T T T T T 1
8 T 0.01 T T 0.01 5
9 0.01 T T T T 0.01 7
101
Calculation of Percent of Traffic Volume on Wet Surfaces
Table 2A shows the cumulative rainfall for Fort Wayne and
Indianapolis as calculated using the Texas Highway Depart-
ment method. Shown also is the percent of total wet hours
found by month and hour of day. Hourly and monthly traffic
volume variations for Indiana were taken from the Highway
Engineering Handbook (4 )
.
Table 3A shows the calculation of the correction fac-
tor due to variations 1n rainfall and traffic volume by
hour of day. In Table 3A the hourly percent of average
daily traffic was converted to the percent of average. hour-
ly traffic by multiplying by twenty-four. The percent wet
of the average hour was multiplied by the corresponding
percent of time wet in Table 2A. The products were summed
and divided by 10,000 (both multipliers are in percent) to
yield the hourly correction factor. Table 4A shows a simi-
lar process using months of the year rather than hour of
day.
To find the percent of traffic volume travelling on
wet surfaces for Indiana, the correction factors were
multiplied by the proportion of time wet as follows:
Number Hours Wet
Tota 1 Number of Hours
2058
(365 days)(24 hours/day)(2 locations)
= .11746
.11746 x .97308 x 1.0157 = .11609
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The method described in this appendix Is an excerpted
quote from Elmore H. Dean, "Relationship of the Tire-
Pavement Interface to Traffic Accidents Occurring under
Wet Conditions", Report II o. 133-1, Departmental Research,
Texas Highway Dept. , Austin, Texas, 1969, pp. 32-33.
Environmental Data Service, "Load CI imatol ogi cal Data--
Indianapolis Indiana, Weir Cook Municipal Airport" and
"Local CI imatol ogi cal Data--Fort Wayne, Indiana, Baer
Field", January-December, 1974.
Texas Highway Department, "Computer Program for Analysis




, ed. by Kenneth B
McGraw-Hill, 1960), pp. 2-15,16.
L. Michael, "Highway Planning" in Highway Engi-
Woods (New York,
APPENDIX B
ACCIDENT REPORT FORMS AND THE ACCIDENT CODING FORM
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Figure 4B. Accident Coding Form
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Number equivalent of month of occurence
(i.e. January = 1, June = 6, November = 11).
if not at intersection, 1 otherwise.
[J umber of vehicles involved in accident.
Number of persons killed in accident.
Number of persons injured in accident.
Police reported skidding, each cell has
either: - no skidding, 7 - skidded before
braking, 8 - skidded after braking, two cells
allow for any two responses for any number
of vehi cl es
.
Character of roadway, two cells, first: 1
if straight, 2 if curved; second: 1 if level,
2 if on grade, 3 if hillcrest.
Surface condition, 1 if dry, 2 if wet, 3 1f
snow or ice.
1 if clear, 2 if rain, 3 if snow, 4 if heavy
fog.
1 if day, 2 if night, 3 if dusk or dawn
if surface is not wet
1 if accident not caused by skidding
2 if accident possibly caused by skidding
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CONFIDENCE REGIONS FOR THE TWO LANE SECTIONS
95% Confidence Region of the Means
Using a method from Morrison's Mul ti variate
Statistical Methods the simultaneous 95% confidence region
of the means of the wet accident Index and the average
skid number of the two-lane routes was formed. The
following initial data was used;
Correlation
Mean Stan/Dev Cases Coefficient
Wet accident index .3754(x) .2050(o ) 50













































-.3754) 2 + 1 0. 355 (y
x
- . 3754 ) (u -44.846)
+ 1.204(p
y
-44.846) 2 < 2.04(.20)
This equation represents an ellpse 1n which 95 out of
a hundred samples taken from the same population would
Include their means.
This elipse was used to see whether the Kentucky
data came from a similar population. For Kentucky the
mean wet accident Index (u ) was 0.32 and the average
skid number was 39.3.
Thus when these values are used 1n the formula above,
one can test whether the Indiana data (used as a sample
data) and the Kentucky data (used as the actual population
mean values) differ. If the results show a point within
the ellpse (the Inequality is true) then we cannot say
there is a difference 1n the two data sets. Otherwise
we can assume a significant difference between the two
sets of data.
1212.17(.32-.375) 2 + 1 0. 355 ( . 32- . 375 ) ( 39. 3-44. 846
)




Thus the data for the two states are dissimilar.
Confidence Region for Data Points
A 95% confidence region for the data for two-lane
sections points was also calculated. It later proved to
have little worth to this study but the method used to
develop it is presented here.
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The basic formulas used are;
(HfV . 2p(Hp)(H^) + (HJ^,2 < (1 . p ,2 k 2
x x y y
Where; all variables are the same as the elipse for the
means
except k
where c 1s defined such that











or a = 1 -2ira a /l -p* c
x y
.95 c = .00602
k = 2.448
thus ;













is the 95% confidence region, while if the inequality
(<_) 1s changed to an equality (=) the formula represents
the equation of an elipse within which 95% of the points
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